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case study  |  brand equity development

constructing a cohesive brand

When Lubrizol’s Building & Construction needed sub-branding expertise, they looked  
to akhia communications for help. We collaborated to build upon their corporate brand 
equity and establish a consistent voice and look for their chlorinated polyvinyl chloride 
(CPVC) resin product. 

akhia brought the Lubrizol CPVC story to life through a brand presence that clearly defined 
the company as the thinkers and creators behind the advanced materials that  
allow for the product’s strong performance.

communication consistency

the quick take

what drove our success?

tailored messaging
We built our holistic platform 
around the message of “MORE 
INSIDE,” showcasing the value 
of invisible, yet powerful, 
technology inside the resin.

relentless research
Our process was designed to 
maximize information gathering 
and sharing, resulting in 
messaging well-aligned with 
Lubrizol’s value proposition.

rapid development
We assembled a team of dedicated 
individuals to work through a large 
volume of collateral and messaging 
updates in a short period of time.

in-depth  
discovery sessions business immersion technical and  

creative content 
consistent brand  

image and promise

6 different departments 
provided insight months 

from start to brand relaunch

less
than 3

Discover the chemistry of confidence on 
your next job. Visit flowguardgold.com 
or call a piping systems consultant at 
1.855.735.1431.

The Lubrizol Corporation’s CPVC 

compounds make every FlowGuard Gold® 

piping system one of the most trusted in 

the U.S. Our superior CPVC compounds 

give building professionals quality pipe 

and fitting products they can depend on. 

Plus, FlowGuard Gold piping systems have 

delivered MORE INSIDE™ for more than 

50 years — giving you access to Lubrizol’s 

unmatched R&D, technical expertise, 

global capabilities and a network of customers 

who are industry-leading manufacturers.

CHEMISTRY
W E ’ R E  R E F I N I N G  T H E

O F  C O N F I D E N C E.
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Follow us on Twitter @LZ_CPVC

Put our expertise to work on your next job. 
Visit lubrizolcpvc.com or call a piping 
systems consultant at 1.855.735.1431.

The Lubrizol Corporation’s CPVC compounds 

continue to be the building blocks of industry-

leading piping solutions. When you specify one of 

our product brands — FlowGuard Gold® Pipe & 

Fittings, BlazeMaster® Fire Sprinkler Systems or 

Corzan® Industrial Systems — you don’t just get 

pipe and fittings. You get MORE INSIDE.™ That 

includes Lubrizol’s unmatched R&D, technical 

expertise, global capabilities and a network of 

customers who are industry-leading manufacturers.

INNOVATORS
W E ’ V E  B E E N  C P V C

F O R  M O R E  T H A N  5 0  Y E A R S.
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